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Whole-genome sequencing of giant pandas provides
insights into demographic history and local adaptation
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The panda lineage dates back to the late Miocene1 and
ultimately leads to only one extant species, the giant panda
(Ailuropoda melanoleuca). Although global climate change
and anthropogenic disturbances are recognized to shape
animal population demography2,3 their contribution to panda
population dynamics remains largely unknown. We sequenced
the whole genomes of 34 pandas at an average 4.7-fold
coverage and used this data set together with the previously
deep-sequenced panda genome4 to reconstruct a continuous
demographic history of pandas from their origin to the present.
We identify two population expansions, two bottlenecks and
two divergences. Evidence indicated that, whereas global
changes in climate were the primary drivers of population
fluctuation for millions of years, human activities likely
underlie recent population divergence and serious decline.
We identified three distinct panda populations that show
genetic adaptation to their environments. However, in all three
populations, anthropogenic activities have negatively affected
pandas for 3,000 years.
We carried out whole-genome resequencing of 34 wild giant pandas
(Fig. 1a and Supplementary Table 1). This sample constitutes
~2% of the current estimates of the entire wild panda population5, the
highest percentage of individuals assessed for existing animal population genomics studies. Genome alignment indicated an average of
91.5% sequencing coverage and 4.7-fold depth for each individual
relative to the panda’s 2.25-Gb genome4. To improve SNP inference
quality, we estimated the probabilities of individual genotypes and
population allele frequencies for each site6 and identified a total of
13,020,055 SNPs with ≥99% probability of being variable over the
panda population.
We inferred three distinct genetic clusters—Qinling (QIN),
Minshan (MIN) and Qionglai-Daxiangling-Xiaoxiangling-Liangshan

(QXL)—among the current panda population using frappe7,
Admixture8 and an allele-shared matrix (Online Methods) (Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Fig. 1). Previous studies only showed a distinct QIN
cluster9; our larger study revealed that the MIN and QXL populations
were also genetically distinct. We found no population substructure
present in the QIN or MIN population but detected two subpopulations within the QXL population (K = 4; Fig. 1b and Supplementary
Fig. 1): one comprising Xiaoxiangling and some Qionglai individuals
and the other comprising Daxiangling, Liangshan and the remaining
Qionglai individuals. The fixation index (FST)10 strongly supported this
three-population stratification (Supplementary Table 2). Principalcomponents analysis (PCA)11 provided additional corroborative
evidence. The first eigenvector separated these three genetic populations
(P < 0.05) (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 2). The second eigenvector indicated that the Liangshan population was separate from
the other populations, but this assignment was ambiguous because
of limited sampling in the Liangshan population (n = 2 individuals). Overall, the three populations showed similar genetic diversity
(1.04–1.30 × 10−3 for Watterson’s estimator (θw) and 1.13–1.37 × 10−3 for
the average pairwise diversity within populations (θπ); Supplementary
Table 3) as humans12, confirming the results from a study using
ten microsatellite loci that indicated that the panda has substantial
genetic variability9.
To reconstruct the demographic history of the giant panda,
we used the pairwise sequentially Markovian coalescent (PSMC)
model13 to examine changes in the local density of heterozygotes
across the panda genome4. PSMC analysis showed a well-defined
demographic history from 8 million to 20,000 years ago (Fig. 2a), a
period covering the chronological distribution of three fossil panda
species or subspecies (primal panda Ailurarctos lufengensis, pygmy
panda Ailuropoda microta and baconi panda Ailuropoda melanoleuca baconi)1,14. Considering the time since the origin of the panda,
demography showed population peaks at ~1 million years ago and
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Figure 1 Current geographic populations of the giant panda and inferred genetic populations. (a) Sampling sites and genetic structure detected by
frappe analysis (K = 3 populations) were mapped using ArcGIS v9.2 on the basis of the proportion of an individual’s ancestry attributed to a given
population. The genetic QIN population is shown in red, the MIN population is shown in yellow, and the QXL population is shown in green. Inset, the
shaded area represents current panda habitats. (b) Genetic populations of the studied pandas inferred by frappe analysis. The number of populations
(K) was predefined from 2 to 7. Symbols following each panda ID indicate where sampling occurred. (c) Results obtained from PCA using autosomal
SNPs. Principal components 1 and 2 are shown. (d) A rooted neighbor-joining tree constructed from the allele-shared matrix of SNPs among the wild
pandas, with the polar bear as an outgroup. The scale bar represents the p distance.

~40,000 years ago and population bottlenecks at ~0.2 million years
ago and ~20,000 years ago (Fig. 2a). Notably, we found that these
fluctuations in effective population size (Ne) were significantly negatively correlated with changes in the amount of atmospheric dust, as
inferred by the mass accumulation rate (MAR) of Chinese loess15
(Pearson’s correlation R = −0.30, P < 0.05), an index indicating cold
and dry or warm and wet climatic periods in China.
The first population expansion coincided with a dietary switch to
bamboo ~3 million years ago when pygmy pandas emerged16. Fossil
evidence indicates that the earliest (primal) pandas were omnivores
or carnivores, living in swamp habitats lacking bamboo1, whereas
pygmy pandas mainly ate bamboo, as indicated by their specialized
cranial and dental adaptations16,17. This hypothesis is supported at
68

the molecular level by the concurrent pseudogenization of the umami
taste gene Tas1r1 associated with the pandas’ decreased reliance on
meat18. The low levels of MAR during that time (Fig. 2a) indicate
warm and wet weather conditions, which were ideal for the spread
of bamboo forests.
The panda population declined around 0.7 million years ago, and the
first bottleneck occurred about 0.2 million years ago (Fig. 2a), around
the same time as the two largest Pleistocene glaciations in China,
the Naynayxungla Glaciation (0.78–0.50 million years ago) and the
Penultimate Glaciation (0.30–0.13 million years ago)19. Additionally,
fossil evidence indicated that, from ~0.75 million years ago, the
pygmy panda had been replaced by the subspecies A. melanoleuca
baconi, which has the largest body size of all the panda species 14.
VOLUME 45 | NUMBER 1 | JANUARY 2013
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Figure 2 Demographic history of the giant panda
reconstructed from the reference and population
resequencing genomes. (a) PSMC result showing
demographic history from the panda’s origin
to 10,000 years ago. The red line represents
the estimated effective population size (Ne),
and the 100 thin blue curves represent the
PSMC estimates for 100 sequences randomly
resampled from the original sequence. The
brown line shows the MAR of Chinese loess15.
Generation time (g) = 12 years, and neutral
mutation rate per generation (µ) = 1.29 × 10−8.
The approximate chronological ranges of three
fossil panda species or subspecies (primal,
pygmy and baconi panda) are shaded in pink,
orange and blue, respectively. Note that PSMC
simulation cannot detect population changes
more recent than 20,000 years ago. (b) ∂a∂i
result showing the demographic history of the
panda from ~300,000 years ago to the present.
The density of the heatmap shows fluctuations
in effective population size. Two population
divergences (304,664 and 2,777 years ago)
and a population peak (38,879 years ago) are
indicated by dashed lines. The average number
of migrants per year between any two populations
in each time interval is shown beside each arrow.
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A cold climate, as evidenced by high MAR
(Fig. 2a), might have contributed to the
Present
extinction of pygmy pandas and facilitated
the origin of baconi pandas, or, possibly, the
larger baconi pandas evolved from pygmy pandas as they adapted to
the extreme weather.
The second population expansion occurred after the retreat of
the Penultimate Glaciation19 (Fig. 2a, MAR decline), and the panda
population reached its pinnacle between 30,000–50,000 years ago. The
warm weather during the Greatest Lake Period (30,000–40,000 years
ago) could have contributed to the population expansion, as would
the alpine conifer forests, the primary habitat for pandas20, having
reached their greatest extent at this time (Supplementary Fig. 3)21.
The second population bottleneck occurred during the last glacial
maximum (~20,000 years ago), when substantial alpine glaciations
(for example, Gongga glacial II; ref. 19) would likely have resulted in
extensive loss of panda habitats.
Reconstruction of more recent panda demographic history could
not be carried out using the PSMC approach because the power of this
approach is greatly reduced for events occurring more recently than
20,000 years ago (Fig. 2a), owing to the limited number of recombination events in a single genome in this relatively short time interval13. We therefore used diffusion approximations for demographic
inference (∂a∂i)22 to simulate recent demographic fluctuations on
the basis of the SNPs we identified in our panda populations. The
results of ∂a∂i analysis overlapped with and supported the PSMC findings of the second population expansion and its subsequent decline
(Supplementary Fig. 4) and provided information on panda population history up to the present.
This simulation showed that the QIN and non-QIN populations
diverged ~0.3 million years ago (95% confidence interval (CI) of
0.1–0.7 million years ago; Fig. 2b), corresponding with the onset
of the Penultimate Glaciation19. About 40,000 years ago (CI = 4,900–
58,900 years ago), the non-QIN population expanded by 300%, while
the QIN population lost ~80% of its initial effective size; this occurred
at a time when there was marked concurrent habitat expansion in the
Nature Genetics
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regions inhabited by non-QIN pandas (Supplementary Fig. 3). After
this event, the non-QIN population began to decline, while the QIN
population remained stable. Our data showed that, about ~2,800 years
ago (CI = 400–4,100 years ago), the non-QIN cluster diverged into the
MIN and QXL populations, which gave rise to today’s pattern of three
genetically distinct panda populations. These three populations further fluctuated but in different ways: the QIN population decreased,
the MIN population increased slightly, and the QXL population
increased more substantially (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Table 4).
The QIN population’s decline correlated with the most extensive linkage disequilibrium (LD; Supplementary Fig. 5).
Probable causes of the QIN population decline include habitat loss
and human activities. Arboreal pollen studies have indicated that there
was a continuing and extensive decline in forest habitats in northern
China, including the area populated by QIN pandas, around 4,000
years ago23; however, paleobiological studies have indicated that this
was unlikely to have been caused by concurrent changes in climate,
as there was no differential impact on the populations of wet habitat–
adapted species (for example, Pinus species) and dry habitat–adapted
species (for example, Quercus species)24. Instead, there is evidence
indicating that deforestation in the QIN-populated area was associated
with anthropogenic disturbances. At the beginning of the Spring and
Autumn Period in China (770–486 BC), revolutionary improvements
in farming technology greatly advanced local agricultural development and increased the capacity to reclaim woodland (Supplementary
Note). For the next 2,500 years (~500 BC–present), the northern
Qinling region remained one of the most prosperous areas in central
China, giving rise to centralized geopolitical power and extensive
human settlements24, but resulting in depletion of the surrounding
forest (Supplementary Note). Additionally, humans hunted and raised
giant pandas for entertainment, sacrifice (during the Han Dynasty),
and rewards (during the Tang Dynasty) (Supplementary Note).
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Figure 3 Annotation of genes containing selected SNPs on the basis of
the KEGG database. Red bars, the number of genes under directional
selection between the QIN and non-QIN panda populations; yellow bars,
the number of genes under balancing selection between the QIN and
non-QIN populations; blue bars, the number of genes under directional
selection between the MIN and QXL populations.

Together, along with lack of evidence for a climatic effect, these
human activities seem to have had an important role in the decline
of the QIN population. It does remain possible that stochastic ecological events (for example, large-scale bamboo flowering and dieoff or infectious disease) or panda-relevant physiological problems
(for example, degenerative reproductive ability) contributed to this
decline. However, there is no solid evidence to indicate that panda
reproductive ability was compromised9 nor any support for stochastic events, leaving anthropogenic disturbance as the most plausible
explanation for the decline.
The non-QIN (MIN and QXL) clusters were geographically divided
by the Min River valley, along which the ancient Shu people established a
kingdom (6,700–2,300 years ago) and built the most important road connecting their kingdom with the outside world (Supplementary Fig. 6)25.
Such a geographic barrier, accompanied by regional deforestation and
human activity, might have established the initial separation of the two
populations ~2,800 years ago (Fig. 2b). The increase in the MIN and QXL
populations (Fig. 2b) coincided with the retreat of the Shu people from
panda habitats to the lowlands and abandonment of the road25. Regional
reduction in human activities should have allowed habitat recovery in
these regions. Alternatively, colonization of new habitats would have
enabled population expansion. About 2,400 years ago, a new north-south
road was established in the Qinling Mountains (Supplementary Fig. 6),
which would have placed more anthropogenic pressure on the QIN
pandas, resulting in the decline of this population.
To examine local population adaptation, we used coalescence-based
simulation methods26,27, a Bayesian test28 and a ‘model-free’ global FST
test29 to detect selection signals in coding DNA sequences (CDS) across
the whole genome (Online Methods). Between QIN and non-QIN
populations, a total of 111 (134 SNPs) and 152 (212 SNPs) genes were
70

found to be under directional and balancing selection, respectively
(Supplementary Table 5). KEGG annotation showed that the largest
groups of selected genes were involved in the sensory system (Fig. 3).
Of these, two genes, Tas2r49 and Tas2r3, were directionally selected
across the two panda populations (Supplementary Table 6). Studies in
humans have indicated that these genes are functionally relevant to bitter
taste30, and they may have a similar role in pandas. A derived allele
frequency (DAF) test31 indicated that Tas2r49 was positively selected
in the QIN population. Consistent with this finding, field observations
showed that QIN pandas, compared to non-QIN (for example, QXL32)
pandas, consume more bamboo leaves33, which are higher in alkaloids
(a major bitter component) than other parts of the plant.
We also found 8 olfactory receptor genes under directional selection
and 24 under balancing selection (Supplementary Tables 6 and 7).
Odor perception as a form of olfactory communication is crucial for
panda reproduction and survival, given their solitary existence in
dense forest34. However, only ligands of the gene OR52R1 have been
identified in giant panda scent marks35 (Supplementary Table 7).
More detailed analysis of the function of the other olfactory receptor
genes might therefore be worthwhile.
The MIN and QXL populations, compared to the QIN and nonQIN populations, have fewer directionally selected genes (n = 44;
Supplementary Table 8), indicating less variation in the selection processes between them, which is consistent with their lower
interpopulation habitat heterogeneity5 and genetic differentiation
(Supplementary Table 2). The largest group of selected genes in these
populations is related to the sensory system (Fig. 3), but we saw no
directional selection signals for the two receptor genes involved in
bitter taste, Tas2r3 and Tas2r49. We also identified eight olfactory
receptor genes under directional selection in the MIN and QXL populations, but only OR51L1 overlapped with those identified in the QIN
and non-QIN populations (Supplementary Tables 6 and 8).
Giant pandas once inhabited most of China and neighboring countries in southeast Asia, but today they are confined to six relatively isolated mountain habitats in western China36,37. In this study, integration
of genomic and population genomics approaches provided a continuous outline of the history of the panda population and demonstrated
that recent anthropogenic disturbances are likely a major reason for
the panda’s current endangered status. Although the presence of substantial genetic diversity in panda populations improves our chances
of saving this iconic species, human activities have already fragmented
some populations (for example, the QXL population) into small geographically isolated populations (for example, Xiaoxiangling), putting
them at greater risk of extinction in the long term37. For such small
populations, translocation of wild-caught individuals or release of
captive-bred individuals might be a useful means for genetic rescue
by reestablishing gene flow. However, our data indicate that it will be
important to monitor the evidence for selection and local adaptation
in these fragmented panda populations, as reintroduction candidates
ill-suited to a particular environment will be unlikely to promote the
development of a robust population. This study may also serve as a
model for other endangered species in assessing and establishing the
most effective long-term conservation solutions.
URLs. Giant panda genome, http://gigadb.org/giant-panda/;
bear Ursus maritimus genome, http://gigadb.org/polar-bear/;
LASTZ (at the Miller Lab website), http://www.bx.psu.edu/miller_lab/;
TreeBeST, http://treesoft.sourceforge.net/treebest.shtml; frappe,
http://med.stanford.edu/tanglab/software/frappe.html; Ensembl,
http://asia.ensembl.org/index.html; KEGG, http://www.genome.jp/
kegg/; GenBank, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/.
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Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
Accession codes. Panda resequencing reads have been deposited in
the NCBI Short Read Archive (SRA) under accession SRA053353.
Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper.
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ONLINE METHODS

Sampling information. Blood and tissue samples were obtained from 34 wild
giant pandas. Sampling covered the 6 main geographic distributions, with 8
individuals from the Qinling Mountains, 7 from the Minshan Mountains,
15 from the Qionglai Mountains, 2 from the Liangshan Mountains, 1 from
the Daxiangling Mountains and 1 from the Xiaoxiangling Mountains
(Supplementary Table 1).
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Library construction and sequencing. Genomic DNA was extracted from
blood or muscle samples. For each individual, 1–3 µg of DNA was sheared
into fragments of 200–800 bp with the Covaris system. DNA fragments were
then treated according to the Illumina DNA sample preparation protocol:
fragments were end repaired, A-tailed, ligated to paired-end adaptors and
PCR amplified with 500-bp inserts for library construction. Sequencing
was performed on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform, and 100-bp paired-end
reads were generated.
Read alignment. We used the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner38 to map paired-end
reads to the reference genome4. First, the reference was indexed. Second, the
command ‘aln –t 3 –e 10’ was used to find the suffix array coordinates of good
matches for each read. Third, the command ‘sampe –a 500 –o 1000’ converted
suffix array coordinates to pseudochromosomal coordinates and paired reads.
Other parameters were set to the default.
Population SNP detection. We adopted an algorithm using a Bayesian
approach to detect population SNPs6. Details of SNP calling are provided in
the Supplementary Note.
SNP validation. A total of 366 SNPs from 4 pandas were validated by PCR and
Sanger sequencing. In the test, 355 SNPs were confirmed to be polymorphic,
8 of which were homozygous; 3 SNPs were erroneously inferred. The error
rate for population SNP calling was estimated to be 0.82–3.01%.
Principal-components analysis. We conducted PCA on autosomal biallelic
SNPs using EIGENSOFT3.0 software11. Eigenvectors from the covariance
matrix were generated with the R function reigen, and significance levels were
determined using the Tracey-Widom test (Supplementary Table 9).
Phylogenetic tree inference. We identified homologous regions between the
panda and polar bear genomes using LASTZ (see URLs) and extracted SNPs
within syntenic regions. Genotypes at the polar bear SNPs were considered to
be the outgroup at corresponding positions. A neighbor-joining rooted tree
was generated by TreeBeST (see URLs).
Population structure analyses. Genetic structure was inferred using the
programs frappe7 and Admixture8, which implement an expectationmaximization algorithm and a block-relaxation algorithm, respectively.
To explore the convergence of individuals, we predefined the number of genetic
clusters K from 2–7 and ran both programs 5 times. The maximum iteration
of the expectation-maximization algorithm was set to 10,000 in the frappe
analysis. Default methods and settings were used in Admixture analysis.

θπ, θw and FST calculations. The average pairwise diversity within a population (θ π)39 and Watterson’s estimator (θw)40 were calculated with sliding
windows of different sizes (10, 100 and 500 kb) that had 90% overlap between
adjacent windows. Population differentiation was measured by pairwise
FST among three panda populations10.
Linkage disequilibrium. To evaluate LD decay, the correlation coefficient
(r2) between any two loci was calculated using Haploview41. Parameters
were set as follows: −maxdistance 100, −dprime, −minMAF 0.01, −hwcutoff
0.0001 and −minGeno 0.6. Average r2 was calculated for pairwise markers with
the same distance, and LD decay was drawn using an R script.
Demographic history reconstruction using the PSMC approach. For the
autosomal sequences4, scaffolds shorter than 50 kb (~2.6% of all scaffolds)
were excluded to improve the accuracy of inferring historical recombination
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events, and a total of 1,680,757 heterozygous loci were used to reconstruct
demographic history with the PSMC model15. Parameters were set as follows:
−N30, −t15, −r5 and −p ‘4+25*2+4+6’.
The estimated time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) is given
in units of 2N0 time, and the relative population size (Ne) at state t was scaled
to N0 (the present effective population size). The neutral mutation rate µ was
used to infer N0 and scale the TMRCA and Ne values into chronological time.
The sequence divergence between the panda and polar bear was estimated to
be 3.53%. Divergence between the two species was estimated to have occurred
16.4 million years ago (Supplementary Note) and a mean generation time (g)
for pandas was set at 12 years42. Therefore, we calculated µ = (0.0353 × 12)/(2 ×
16.4 × 106) = 1.29 × 10−8 mutations per generation for the giant panda.
Following Li’s procedure13, we applied a bootstrapping approach, repeating
sampling 100 times to estimate the variance of simulated results.
Correlation statistics for Ne inferred by PSMC results and MAR. We extracted
Ne values for every time interval from the PSMC simulation results. We then
averaged the corresponding MAR for the same intervals. We used Pearson’s
correlation in SPSS16.0 software to estimate the correlation of the two
factors (n = 46).
Recent demographic history inference using −a−i. Of the SNPs identified in
the 34 resequenced pandas, we only considered those from intergenic regions
in autosomal sequences to ensure their neutrality. To minimize the effect of
low-coverage sequencing, SNPs with more than 40-fold sequencing coverage
at the population level were retained for the ∂a∂i22 simulations. The polar bear
genome sequence was used to infer ancestral alleles, and a statistical procedure
was performed to correct ascertainment bias of the ancestral state, in which the
trinucleotide substitution matrix specific for carnivores was kindly provided
by the authors43 (D.G. Hwang, University of Washington).
Four divergence models among three genetic populations of pandas were
considered (Supplementary Note). The model with the maximum loglikelihood value was chosen as the optimal one (Supplementary Table 10).
The ancestral population size (Na) was estimated on the basis of the calculated
θ value and the mutation rate. Population size and chronological split time
were derived from parameters scaled by Na. Nonparametric bootstrapping was
performed 50 times to determine the variance of each parameter using the 50
new data sets with equal numbers of loci (111,161) sampled with replacement
from the original data set.
Detecting SNPs under selection for pairwise populations. We performed
FST-based approaches to investigate the selection signals across the whole
genome. On the basis of the population structure detected, we defined two pairs
of populations to detect the selection signals: (i) the QIN and non-QIN (MIN
and QXL) pair and (ii) the MIN and QXL pair. We chose SNPs from CDS regions
and excluded those with minor allele frequency of <0.05. A total of 37,999 and
37,405 loci were used for the analyses of the two comparisons, respectively.
First, the two pairs of populations were tested using the finite island model
(with the FDIST approach27) in Arlequin26 to detect outliers. Considering
the hierarchical genetic structure within the QIN and non-QIN populations
(Fig. 2b), this pair was also analyzed using the hierarchical island model implemented in the same software26 to estimate loci that were outliers with respect
to FST between the two populations as well as outliers with respect to pairwise
FCT values (the proportion of total genetic variance due to differences among
groups of populations). Parameters were set as default values, with the exception
of our setting 200,000 simulations and allowing 10% missing data in each test.
The P value for each locus was estimated using a kernel density approach. After
completing the analysis, we performed false discovery rate (FDR) correction of
P values, and each locus received a q value44. We considered the loci with q value
< 0.05 as possible outliers (Supplementary Figs. 7a–c and 8a). Then, a Bayesian
test was performed using the program BayeScan28. We ran 20 pilot runs of
50,000 iterations with an additional burn-in of 500,000 iterations and a thinning
interval of 20. Other parameters were set at the default values. Because recent
studies suggested that BayeScan is a conservative estimate 45,46, loci with FDR
q < 0.1 were considered to be outliers in this analysis (Supplementary Figs. 7d
and 8b). For each pair of populations, we also measured the pairwise global FST
values29 for every locus across the whole genome to detect the highly differential
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SNPs between populations. The top 1% of SNPs ranked with raw FST values were
considered to be potential outliers (Supplementary Figs. 7e and 8c).
To minimize the detection of false positives, we considered those loci identified by two or more methods to be outliers (Supplementary Tables 11 and 12)
as true selected loci. In addition, for the QIN and non-QIN populations,
we generated a derived allele frequency distribution for (i) the alleles under balancing selection, (ii) the alleles under directional selection and (iii) the unselected
alleles. As expected, compared with directionally or unselected alleles, there was
an enrichment in intermediate frequency for the derived allele frequency of alleles subjected to balancing selection (Supplementary Fig. 9), indicating that the
false positives in the SNP set of balancing selection should be limited.
Derived allele frequency test. We used the DAF test31 to localize the signal
of selection to populations. First, we inferred ancestral alleles using the polar
bear genome. We then calculated and compared the derived allele frequency
of each locus under directional selection between two populations to detect
which population harbored a higher frequency of derived alleles. Populations
with higher frequencies of derived alleles were assumed to be under
positive selection.
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Annotation of loci under selection. We annotated genes with selected SNPs
using Ensembl (see URLs) and KEGG (see URLs) and then classified each

gene according to the KEGG pathways and KEGG Brite function databases
(Supplementary Tables 13 and 14). Olfactory and taste receptor genes were
examined using Ensembl, KEGG and GenBank annotations.
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